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Introduction

War

is like a volcanic eruption in that it both exposes and

obscures the clash of powerful forces. When we look at an
erupting volcano, our attention is drawn to the spewing forth
of red-hot magma and the billowing smoke. But, in reality, the
real action and the cause of this visual display is happening
deep within the earth. So too with war. We see the drama but
may not be aware of the playwrights. The ultimate cause of the
violence may be far distant from the action, and the principal
scriptwriters may well not wear military uniforms but civilian
clothing.
The proximate causes of war may be manifold, but imperialism
is often—and evermore increasingly—the strategic driver of
conflict. Imperialism is a complex creature with many aspects
that shift in importance over time and, sometimes, in variance
with each other. Economics may be considered the
infrastructure, but it is managed by a superstructure of
various components, political, military ethic, civilizational
and religious.
In the past, we could talk of inter-imperialist rivalry but
substantially, since 1945—and certainly since the collapse of
the Soviet Union—there has only been one imperialism, that of
the United States. The U.S. has two main challengers, Russia
and China, but neither are empires. China, perhaps, may become
an empire in time [contrary to its traditions political
culture] and and even achieve dominance, but, for the moment
and into the foreseeable future, there is only the United
States. U.S. imperialism is arguably faltering and we may be
moving back into multipolarity, but that is distinct from
contesting imperial powers.
This means that to understand the contemporary world we must
analyze U.S. imperialism and recognize its centrality in world
affairs. At the time of writing, the war in Ukraine both
provides an example and demonstrates the necessity of this
analysis. The war is frequently portrayed as one between
Russia and Ukraine. It is that, but also more than that. It is
essentially a war between the U.S. and Russia, with Kyiv as a

proxy. Strategically, it is a product of the U.S. attempt to
depower Russia, to a large extent through the expansion of
NATO. It is crucial to recognize this in order to understand
the war itself. This realization is critically important, as
the war in Ukraine is very likely the precursor of a war
against China; a war driven by the same imperative of
destroying challenges to the imperial power of the United
States—but with more fraught consequences for the world.
The U.S. empire is different from its predecessors in two
major ways: appetite and self-portrayal. It is the first truly
global empire. The sun may have never set on the British
empire, but while it had possessions around the world linked
by maritime power, its control was patchy, and under threat
both from its colonial subjects and from its competitors. Most
of the world was outside its dominion. The United States has
filled in the gaps: most of the world is within its dominion,
and it now looks to space to further its power. All previous
empires with some understanding of global geography accepted
that rival powers limited and contested their suzerainty. The
United States is different. It aspires to the destruction of
peer-challengers, and of China and Russia as competitors. It
envisages a permanent unipolar world under its domination.
Despite this voracious appetite, the United States portrays
itself as an anorexic superpower. It denies any thought of
empire, claiming rather that it merely provides—generously and
to some degree, reluctantly—indispensable leadership. Its flag
flies not over the government buildings of its de facto
colonies but only over the embassies and military bases hosted
by its supposed allies.
This produces two complementary challenges. The central role
of the United States in international affairs must be
unearthed and analyzed. Nothing much of consequence happens in
the world without U.S. involvement. At the same time, that
involvement is hidden, and the U.S. empire’s role obscured or
distorted by its huge and largely successful propaganda

apparatus. The ongoing Ukraine crisis is a salient example.
The root cause is NATO expansion driven by the U.S. as an
instrument of its strategy to disempower Russia. The other
major players—Russia, Ukraine and the European countries—are
subsidiary, and, whether wisely or not, reacting to U.S. grand
policy. Needless to say, this is not the way it is portrayed
by the United States.

A clear analysis of political structures and dynamics forms a
necessary foundation for any activism, from environmental to
labor. In a globalized economy no person, whether in their
productive or consumer aspect, can ignore U.S. imperialism.
The Ukraine crisis has global repercussions. Besides the death
and destruction in the Ukraine itself, many people around the
world will be impoverished, will lose jobs and suffer
unstainable prices increases for oil, gas, wheat, and beyond.
Few will be left unscathed—and a few more will get richer.
Centering the United States does not mean ignoring the role of

other players and factors, nor does it suggest that U.S.
imperialism is omnipotent and eternal. On the contrary, its
constraints and decline are an important part of the picture.
Nevertheless, it is vital to place the United States at the
heart of the world system, and to do this we need to break
through the carapace of deception which protects it from
scrutiny.
The United States and the Creation of a New Sort of Empire

A hundred years ago, the word empire was frequently
used—usually with approbation within the empires
themselves—and within what we might call the imperial space.
The British empire might compete with and denigrate the
Russian empire and vice versa, but neither critiqued the idea
of empire itself. Ironically, the one state that did criticize
imperialism was the United States, which had just embarked on
its own imperial expansion with the Spanish-American War of
1898. That war usually seen as the beginning of that
expansion, or at least its overseas aspect. But the United
States eschewed the concept of empire and claimed that its
expansion was different from that of the others. As Robert
Kagan notes, historically, expansion was conceptualized as a
reaction to external threat:
Like most expansive peoples—the Greeks and Romans, for
instance—Anglo-Americans did not view themselves as
aggressors. In part, they believed it only right and natural
that they should seek independence and fortune for themselves
and their families in the New World. Once having pursued this
destiny and established a foothold in the untamed lands of
North America, continued expansion seemed to many a matter of
survival, a defensive reaction to threats that lay just
beyond the ever-expanding perimeter of their English
civilization.1
Expansion by the United States was different in many other

ways. Outside of the Southern plantations, the expansion was
settler-led, as it was in Canada, Australia, and New Zealand.
This was a familiar historical pattern: nations would displace
their neighbors, often by extermination or enslavement, and
take their land. However, the main difference between the U.S.
and European empires of the time was that the Europeans were
seeking resources. This might be embellished with claims of
spreading the “word of God,” or of a mission civilisatrice for
the French, or of the “white man’s burden” for the British;
and operationalized within the framework of inter-imperialist
competition, but resources were the keystone.2
Of course, the United States did—and still does—have its
version of the European myths. Exceptionalism has proved a
rich fount, followed by manifest destiny, and then by “making
the world safe for democracy.”3 During the Cold War, the anticommunist crusade was the dominant theme and then, after the
collapse of the Soviet Union and the embrace of the capitalist
road in Dengist China, humanitarian intervention and the War
on Terror. The current trope is the apocalyptic struggle
between “democracy and authoritarianism.”4 Because these terms
are devoid of any precise and verifiable meaning, they are
admirably positioned to serve as post-modern rallying calls.
Vladimir Putin—considered in 2022 to be the bête noire of the
United States—wins elections with very substantial majorities
over other candidates and has a popularity rating of 83
percent.5 Volodymyr Zelensky, the current poster boy, was very
unpopular before the Russian invasion but is presumably riding
high on nationalist fervor.6 The regime he inherited came to
power after a coup that ousted the democratically-elected
president and effectively disenfranchised a substantial part
of the population which, in different ways, seceded from Kyiv.
Joe Biden, the supremo of the so-called democratic world, only
won the 2020 election because he was not Donald Trump, and his
poll rating is a fraction of that of his nemesis, Putin.7 All-

in-all, it is a rather ramshackle edifice of political
inspiration. Overseas proselytizing has also played a strong
role; just as the Jesuits and their fellows went out to
convert the heathen and guide their rulers, so too does the
U.S. empire. The National Endowment for Democracy (NED), the
public affairs version of the CIA, has its predecessors in the
U.S. Christian missionaries that were active in China and
Korea up to the mid-twentieth century. Evangelical
Protestantism has both inspired and justified U.S.
imperialism:
As one state department official quipped prior to the
invasion of Iraq, the Bush White House would probably not
have decided to go to war with Iraq if the Gulf’s main
product were kumquats instead of oil. And sometimes, such as
during the Indian wars of the nineteenth century, religion
was merely invoked ex post facto to justify actions that were
clearly based on quite different motives. But on major
questions involving war and peace—such as the decision to
annex the Philippines or go to war in 1917 or 1941—the idea
of a chosen nation attempting to transform the world in the
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face of evil has played a significant role.

While ideas inspire individuals, systems need more substantial
fuel: oil rather than kumquats. For the European empires that
was resources—spices, gold and minerals, cotton and silk,
labor (through military service or enslavement), coaling
stations for ships—and these were primarily acquired through
military power. The United States had some of those needs, as
symbolized by the Boston Tea Party, but its imperial thrust
was distinctly different.
In the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the United
States had no great shortage of resources, but it did have
burgeoning commercial and industrial ascendancy. There is a
parallel here with China, but a contrast with Europe. China,
generally speaking, had always been richer than states on its

periphery or within its purview, such as the Iranian and Roman
empires, and had no incentive for state-sponsored economic
expansion. The growth of the modern empire under the Qing
Dynasty, from 1644 to 1911, was primarily for security
reasons. This applied both to its “Inner Asia Frontiers”
(Tibet, Xinjiang, Mongolia) and to the offshore island of
Taiwan, which had been held at various times by the Dutch, the
Spanish, and by Ming loyalists before being lost to Japan in
1895. The European (and later, Japanese) empires, conversely,
had largely become rich and industrialized as a result of
empire. The United States, though an avid trader, and willing
to use force—or the threat of it in the case of Commodore
Matthew Perry and Japan—to force open doors, did not seek a
formal empire in order to promote and safeguard trade or
9

resources. The “Open Door Policy” of U.S. Secretary of State
John Hay was a manifestation of this. Foreign powers, led by
the United Kingdom during the first Opium Wars of 1839—42
(which yielded Hong Kong) and followed by France, Germany,
Russia, and Japan (whose wars with China yielded Taiwan and
Korea), were carving up China in treaty ports and spheres of
influence where they had special privileges over their
competitors. The United States, with its expanding commercial
superiority, was confident of success as long as the door to
the Chinese market was open. Hay’s policy, expressed in 1899
and 1900 in notes to the foreign powers, called for China’s
territorial and administrative integrity to be preserved. It
marked the beginning of a new, non-exclusive form of
imperialism, which did not use the word empire. 10 This had
implications far beyond China, foreshadowing a global
transformation where, in V. I. Lenin’s phrase, imperialism was
“the highest stage of capitalism.”
U.S. Imperialism: Denial and Centrality

Nevertheless, fashions change and, generally speaking, no one
today claims to have an empire, least of all the U.S.
government. In the mid-twentieth century, there was a general

move from the word war to defense in the labeling of military
ministries around the world, but without any substantial
change in their function. Many terms are used instead of
empire: hegemony, primacy, an indispensable nation,
leadership, superpower, unipolarity, the “American century.”
One constant theme is that U.S. policy is driven by “good
intentions.” This phrase, or a variant of it, is frequently
invoked when discussing the devastation inflicted on a foreign
country. For instance, in an article in Foreign
Affairs entitled “Accomplice to Carnage: How America Enables
War in Yemen,” the authors call upon “U.S. officials to
candidly reexamine the United States’ posture in the Gulf and
recognize how easy it can be, despite the best of intentions,
to get pulled into a disaster.” 1 1 There are, of course,
exceptions when establishment authors want to be provocative
and the words empire or imperial are used gingerly; but
usually it is done in order to distance the United States from
imperialism. For instance, in 2000, Richard Haass, a diplomat
soon to become president of the Council on Foreign Relations
(and thus, the authoritative voice of the U.S. foreign policy
establishment), wrote:
Americans re-conceive their role from one of a traditional
nation-state to an imperial power. An imperial foreign policy
is not to be confused with imperialism. The latter is a
concept that connotes exploitation, normally for commercial
ends, often requiring territorial control. It is grounded in
a world that no longer exists, one in which a small number of
mostly European states dominated a large number of peoples,
most of whom lived in colonies that by definition lacked
self-rule.
Such relationships are neither desirable nor sustainable in
today’s world. To advocate an imperial foreign policy is to
call for a foreign policy that attempts to organize the world
along certain principles affecting relations between states
and conditions within them. The U.S. role would resemble 19th

century Great Britain. Influence would reflect the appeal of
American culture, the strength of the American economy, and
the attractiveness of the norms being promoted as much as any
conscious action of U.S. foreign policy. Coercion and the use
of force would normally be a last resort.12
A brave new world indeed, with an empire without exploitation,
which uses coercion and force only as a last resort. We might
wonder why this mythical, benign entity would need to use
coercion and force at all, since it existed not so much for
the advantage of the United States but for the benefit of
those countries wise enough to recognize the attractiveness of
its foreign policy and the education of those that did not.
Haass’s paper had been preceded by the destruction of
Yugoslavia and followed by the invasions of Afghanistan, Iraq,
and Libya; the carnage in Yemen; and coercion around the
world.
And so, we have an empire which denies its existence and which
is indeed fairly invisible, particularly in contrast to its
predecessors. Indirect rule has long been part of the imperial
toolkit—the United Kingdom for instance, used it extensively
in India, but this is the first time that it has been elevated
to the primary mode of operation. At the same time, the United
States is by far the biggest empire in history; one with truly
global aspirations and reach. It is necessary, therefore, to
center U.S. imperialism in any analysis of world affairs. This
does not mean that it is the only factor,—far from it—but in
general, there is little that happens without some U.S.
involvement, and usually the U.S. is a major player, either
directly or through its subordinates.
Too often conflict or war in any particular part of the world
is given a local geographic label, and that sticks: we have
the Korean War and the Vietnam War. As the word war has gone
out of fashion, or was perhaps eased out by the spin doctors,
all that is left is the name of the place where the war, or

something close to war, was taking place; in recent years, we
have had Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya, and Syria. One thing that
links many of these wars—not all of them, but a very definite
majority—is that they involve the United States. Sometimes
this is a matter of invasion by land (Iraq), sometimes an
assault by air (Yugoslavia, Libya) and other times invention
through proxy forces, either subversive (Ukraine, 2014) or
insurrectionary (Syria). Language can be made to do funny
things.13 Thus we have talk of the “Iranian nuclear crisis” and
the “North Korean nuclear crisis,” tout court, with no mention
of the United States. This might be considered surprising
given that the United States is the major player in each
situation. Moreover, attaching the word “nuclear” to Iran and
North Korea masks the fact that the United States is the
strongest nuclear weapons state in the world, while North
14

Korea has a handful and Iran, none at all. Sometimes when a
war has disputed parentage and contested beginnings, the
geographical label provides a necessarily convenient solution;
the “Ukraine War” is a case in point.
No discussion of world affairs makes much sense if the United
States is not put at the forefront, close to the center. There
may certainly be cases where it is not the main player, but as
world hegemon, it is never far from center stage. This is not
to be taken as meaning that the United States is always the
prime mover, or that world events take a course laid down in
Washington. The United States is a mighty power, but it is an
incoherent one, with limited conscious understanding of the
drivers and motivations behind its actions, let alone a grand
strategy to preserve its hegemony. Its denialism produces a
lack of clarity of thought that hampers the administration of
its imperial domain.
One of the curious things about the United States is that it
is an open and rich society, relatively unthreatened by either
ghosts of the past or external enemies, with huge intellectual
resources. The United States probably produces more commentary

about itself and its actions in a day than the British Empire
in its heyday did in a year, or even a decade. And yet, so
much of what is written is specious, lacking self-awareness
and claiming an objectivity that it does not possess;
virtually all the pundits who feature so prominently in the
media explaining to people in the United States (and hence, in
much of the world) are inextricably linked to the state,
having backgrounds in the military, CIA, think tanks funded by
the state or the military-industrial complex (or both), and so
forth. 1 5 Even academics become dependent on grants from
government or aligned foundations. There are very few
independent voices. There is, of course, the web, where the
barriers to publishing are very low—but also very often, so
are the intellectual standards. Though social media does pose
a challenge to the official line propagated by traditional
media, censorship in recent years has been eroding access to
alternative opinions. This erosion gathered pace (innocently
or not) with the COVID-19 pandemic and has grown considerably
since the Ukraine War, so much so that one veteran U.S.
journalist described the situation in 2022 as worse than
McCarthyism.16
Imperial Attributes: the Levers of Power

U.S. imperialism may be new in the sense that it is the first
with a truly global reach—it often appropriates to itself the
title international community—and yet at the same times it
denies its very existence, with the appropriated term serving
as camouflage. Even so, it broadly shares the attributes of
empire as a political phenomenon. Parallels can be drawn with
its predecessors, and the Roman and British empires are the
favored comparisons. Its military power will be discussed at
some length but first, it is useful to outline some key
imperial attributes.
Empires, by definition, are more than a single powerful state
but rather a hierarchical collection of states and other

political entities, the function of which is to serve the
imperial power at the apex. That covers both economic
exploitation and political subservience, which are
interlinked. Needless to say, these relationships are very
complex, with considerable variation over time and specific
situation, and subject to constant negotiation at the edges.
In general, the relationship is inherently unequal—although
there are rare occasions when it might be considered that the
subordinate is manipulating the imperial power.17 However, this
is an anomaly, and the essential reality is that
subordinates—which may be called variously colonies, as in the
past, or today, allies and partners—get less than they give.
Trump’s besetting sin, in the eyes of the U.S. foreign policy
establishment, was that he did not recognize this. He also
ignored one of the cardinal rules of imperial management:
agglutinate your subordinates so that they follow your
leadership in confronting a common enemy. A little bit of
friction between them as they compete to display fealty is
desirable, too much is dysfunctional; the U.S. has had some
difficulty over the years in getting Japan and South Korea to
cooperate against China because of the tension between them
due to Japanese colonialism. It fondly anticipates that the
new “pro-Japanese” administration of Yoon Suk-yeol will remedy
18

that.
Most important of all is to avoid alienating
subordinates so they resent your leadership. Discipline and
exploitation, yes, but combined with cajoling and teambuilding. Trump managed to bring about a deterioration in
relations with the leaders, media, and general public of most
countries of the empire, and his replacement by Biden was, at
least initially, warmly welcomed. However, the empire is too
resilient to be much affected by Trump’s boorishness, and
subordinates are structurally so locked in that, two academics
concluded, they “will put up with more capriciousness,
browbeating, and neglect than anyone expected.”19
Curiously, Trump was rather better at that other adage of

imperialism, “divide and rule,” than Biden. He tried to be
soft on Russia in order to focus on China. However, he was
outmaneuvered by his officials, and relations with Russia
continued to deteriorate during his term of office.20 He also
exposed himself to attack from the Democratic Party and much
of the media, as exemplified by Russia-gate. One of the
problems with U.S. imperial governance is that there is
bipartisan unity on the broad principles of foreign
policy—leading to a lack of debate within the system—combined
with fierce, unprincipled partisan attacks on specific
initiatives, resulting in dysfunctional implementation. Biden,
by contrast, could not resist precipitating crisis in Europe,
and Secretary of State Antony Blinken is no Henry Kissinger,
whose playing of the “China card” in the 1970s was successful
in dividing China from the Soviet Union and strengthening U.S.
power.
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Power comes in various forms, from hard power (as in military
might) to a bewildering array of types of soft power,
including education, brain drain, and control over much of the
international media. In between, there is diplomatic or
political power; the ability, for instance, to get countries
to vote in a certain way in the United Nations.
The Power of the U.S. Military

U.S. military power, we are constantly told, is “awesome.” 22
One way of quantifying it is by the number of bases it has
around the world, with estimates varying from five hundred to
one thousand, with definition as a complicating factor, when
no other country has more than a handful.23
However, perhaps no single measure better captures U.S.
military power and its implications than what is
euphemistically called the “defense budget.” According to the
International Institute of Strategic Studies—the London think
tank often quoted as the authority on such matters, despite

the fact its estimates can be dubious—the official U.S.
defense budget in 2021 was $754 billion.24 This was four times
that of China, twelve times that of Russia, and thirty times
that of Iran. 25 No figures were given for another supposed
“major threat,” North Korea, but clearly the disparity is
huge. If we take as true a 2013 South Korean estimate that its
neighbor’s defense budget was $1 billion, then the ratio is
754 to 1.26 If we raise that expenditure to $10 billion, the
ratio is still a staggering seventy-five times.27 Table 1 gives
more details, and Table 2 provides some rough calculations of
the ratio between the military expenditures of the United
States and its major allies and those of China, Russia, and
Iran.

Table 1. Defense Budgets: Top 15 in 2021

Rank

Country

Defense
budget
(in
billions
USD)

1

United
States

754

Yes

62.9

2

China

207.3

No

17.3

3

UK

71.6

Yes

6.0

4

India

65.1

Unclear

5.4

5

Russia

62.2

No

5.2

6

France

59.3

Yes

4.9

7

Germany

56.1

Yes

4.7

8

Japan

49.3

Yes

4.1

9

Saudi
Arabia

46.7

Yes

3.9

Included
Percent of U.S.
in U.S.
alliance
alliance?

10

South
Korea

46.7

Yes

3.9

11

Australia

34.3

Yes

2.9

12

Italy

33.8

Yes

2.8

13

Iran

25

No

2.1

14

Israel

23.6

Yes

2.0

15

Canada

23.2

Yes

1.9

Sum of U.S.-allied
defense budgets

1198.6

Source: John Chipman and James Hackett. “The Military Balance
2022.” (London: International Institute for Strategic
Studies), 2022; calculations by Tim Beal.

Table 2: Ratio between the Military Expenditures
of the United States and U.S. and its Allies and
Those of China, Russia, and Iran
Ratios
Country U.S.

U.S. plus
allies

China

4

6

Russia

12

19

Iran

30

48

Source: John Chipman and James Hackett. “The Military Balance
2022.” (London: International Institute for Strategic
Studies), 2022; calculations by Tim Beal.
A slightly different set of figures is supplied by the
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute gives U.S.
military expenditure as in 2020 as $778 billion, estimates for
China of $252 billion and for Russia of $62 billion, and Iran
of $16 billion.28 The differences in the datasets produced by
these reputedly authoritative sources shows that we are in

rather imprecise territory, but the preponderance of U.S.
military spending is undisputed. Moreover, it is important to
take note of the expenditure of U.S. allies, although it is
clearly not a matter of mere addition since the ability of the
United States to deploy the military power of its allies
varies with country and circumstance. Saudi Arabia might be
considered a utilizable ally in respect of conflict with Iran,
but probably not with China. The United Kingdom and Australia
have traditionally been much more willing to put their
military at the disposal of the United States than have
Germany or France. The only country whose military is under
direct U.S. control is South Korea.29 The definition of “ally”
is a slippery one. Is India an ally? Washington thought so,
hence the 2006 “nuclear deal” between the two countries,
despite the pact’s violation of frequently propounded U.S.
30

commitment to non-proliferation.
More recently, there has
been India’s inclusion in the anti-China Quadrilateral
Alliance, which has been touted as the beginning of an Asian
NATO.

31

Nevertheless, India’s reluctance to follow U.S. policy
32

regarding the Ukraine War has shattered that assumption.
India’s strategic autonomy, which puts its own national
interests ahead of compliance with U.S. pressure, has not gone
33

unnoticed in Japan.

However, military expenditure does not guarantee military
superiority, as the U.S. failure to prevail in most of its
wars since 1945 demonstrates; only the invasion of Grenada
seems to have been an unqualified success—and even that
required a rather embarrassing phone call from President
Ronald Reagan to Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher apologizing
for attacking a member of the Commonwealth without consulting
London. 3 4 China’s war against Vietnam in 1979 is widely
regarded as a failure.35 It is claimed that the Chinese surface
fleet would be an easy target for U.S. and Japanese

submarines. 3 6 Despite Chinese military expenditures
outstripping those of Japan, the Japanese, it seems, still
have naval superiority.37
Then there is the intriguing statement by the director of the
South Korean Defense Intelligence Agency claiming that North
Korea “would win in a one-on-one war,” despite South Korea’s
military spending being some thirty-four times that of its
rival. 38 Clearly, there is some special pleading here; the
director is arguing that the existing relationship with the
United States is necessary because only with U.S. assistance
would they win.
God, it seems, does always favor the big battalions—or at
least the biggest military budgets.
Military expenditure may not tell the whole story, but it
remains the best single measure of power projection. The
United States in recent decades has been able to destroy
armies and devastate countries with negligible casualties
[albeit not really peer powers—Eds]. Instead, the problems
begin during the occupation phase, when guerrilla warfare
takes its toll. Whatever the limitation of military spending
as an indicator of pacification and long-term control on
unruly subjects, it does tell us a lot about motivation,
intention, and the political dynamics of the U.S. state.
Geography has given the United States an incredible, unmatched
natural defense, with wide oceans to east and west and
smaller, subordinate (if sometimes annoyingly disobedient)
states to north and south. This natural defense allowed the
United States for much of its history up to the mid-twentieth
century to have very small military budget and a standing army
“modest by international standards.” 3 9 This was labelled
“isolationism,” although George Friedman argues that:
But the United States was not isolationist; it was involved

in Asia throughout this [inter-war] period. Rather, it saw
itself as being the actor of last resort, capable of acting
at the decisive moment with overwhelming force because
geography had given the United States the option of time and
resources.40
Indeed, so-called manifest destiny—originally, an expression
of the desire to expand to the Pacific seaboard—was a constant
theme from the nineteenth century onward. 41 However, this
desire did not—or perhaps had no need to—reveal itself in
massive, continual military spending until the U.S. entry into
the Second World War. The U.S. military budget dropped after
the First World War and was set to revert back to previous
levels after the Second, but it was rescued by the Cold War
and the Korean War, and has scarcely looked back since then.
There was a decline after the collapse of the Soviet Union,
but that was soon reversed and it does remain inordinately
high, far bigger than could be justified by any possible
adversary, or even combination of enemies. Indeed, the actual
geopolitical situation is somewhat sidelined by what is
conventionally, if inadequately, called the MilitaryIndustrial Complex (MIC), a phrase that Dwight D. Eisenhower
coined in 1961. 42 The crisis in U.S. capitalism after the
Second World War has led to both a permanent war economy and
the creation of the MIC as a key component. The MIC needs
enemies and an empire to defend, but as a business, it has
little interest in the details of geopolitics—that is a job
for the strategists. As a commercial entity the MIC does not
concern itself whether a particular war or state of tension is
wise or foolish, let alone the ethics of it all, but whether
it produces profit. The MIC is huge and comprises much more
than weapons manufactures and soldiers: it encompasses all
those who benefit from militarization and miliary spending by
the U.S. government and its allies. Prominent in this
enterprise are politicians, think tanks, and a large swath of

the media. It is thus a very large lobby which complements
those who chart U.S. imperial policy and is, needless to say,
a generous funder. The MIC does not in itself cause
imperialism, but is a tireless promoter of militarization and
military solutions to imperialism’s problems.
The U.S. military budget, and the U.S. military itself, tell
only one part of the story of imperial coercive power. The
U.S. has a considerable array of force multipliers, ranging
from allies with substantial (if ineffective) militaries of
their own, such as the United Kingdom, through to innumerable
proxies: armies that fight their own wars but by so doing
serve their patron and funder. These range in size from the
very small, through quite substantial (for example, the
Kurds), to very large, such as the Armed Forces of Ukraine
(AFU). The AFU has roughly 250,000 troops, the largest in
Europe after Russia. Moreover, it receives substantial
military assistance, which has exploded since the Russian
invasion in 2022; Glenn Greenwald writing in May of that year
calculated that “the total amount spent by the U.S. on the
Russia/Ukraine War in less than three months is close to
Russia’s total military budget for the entire year ($65.9
billion).”43 Unlike allies, which may have to be cajoled into a
“coalition of the willing,” proxies are by definition
committed to the fight. From their point of view, it is their
cause, and they search for patrons to help them achieve their
objectives. Proxies benefit from the support of their patrons
through the provision of funds, armaments, training, and
positive international media exposure. However, there are two
elements of relationship that can prove disastrous. First,
they are on the front lines and they bear the consequences of
enemy action first and, perhaps, alone; patrons can fight
proxy wars suffering no casualties of their own, thus avoiding
domestic political damage. Second, the patron may have a
change of plan and the proxy may become redundant, perhaps
even something to be destroyed. The Kurds, amongst many

others, are familiar with betrayal by patrons.44
U.S. military power, in its combined manifestations, is a
behemoth which straddles the earth like no other. The United
States has other strings in its bow. It has a huge economy,
only now challenged by China, and a [waning] stranglehold over
international finance and banking. This makes sanctions both
devastating (though not necessarily effective) and, up until
now, with the rise of China and the Ukraine War, basically
cost-free. 45 It has unparalleled diplomatic/political power
enabling it to get governments to sacrifice their national
interest for U.S. objectives (sanctions and the exclusion of
Huawei being two examples). It can manipulate the UN and its
agencies. And it has considerable power over the international
media enabling it to whip up antagonism, even hysteria,
against its enemies, employing information warfare to an
Orwellian

degree. 4 6

It

is

the

home

to

many

innovative

technologies and still has considerable soft power, although
this, as with its other forms of power, is faltering.
Indeed, despite the bragging by David Petraeus and Michael
O’Hanlon about its “awesome” military power, it may be,
paradoxically, its weakest link.
Militarization—America’s Achille’s Heel

Contemporary U.S. military expenditure is far higher than the
needs of defense, however generously interpreted, can justify.
It is high by historical standards. And it is high in
proportion to the economy. Military expenditure as a
percentage of gross domestic product in the United States is
greater, usually considerably greater, than that of comparable
countries. “Comparable,” of course, is a key word. A small
country faced with a larger adversary will necessarily tend to
spend a great proportion of its budget on defense than the
larger one. Thus, military expenditure as a percentage of GDP
in India, in 2020, is said to have been 2.9 percent, whereas

in Pakistan the figure was 4.0 percent (Table 3). We have no
hard data on North Korea’s economy or military expenditure,
but it is virtually certain that the proportion of the economy
devoted to the military is much higher than in that of its
southern neighbor.

Table 3: Military Expenditure as Percentage of
GDP in 2020, Top 15 Countries
United
States

3.7

China

[1.7]

India

2.9

Russia

4.3

United
Kingdom

2.2

Saudi
Arabia

[8.4]

Germany

1.4

France

2.1

Japan

1.0

South Korea

2.8

Italy

1.6

Australia

2.1

Canada

1.4

Israel

5.6

Brazil

1.4

Source: Nan Tian, Alexandra Marksteiner, and Diego Lopes da Silva. “Trends in World
Military Expenditure, 2020.” Stockholm International Peace Research Institute
(SIPRI),

April

2021.https://www.sipri.org/publications/2021/sipri-fact-sheets/trends-world-military
-expenditure-2020. [ ] = SIPRI estimate

The figures in Table 3 are ranked in order of military
expenditure. Saudi Arabia is an oil-rich country whose bloated
military expenditure has more to do with keeping the United
States happy than on any real external threat, and the same
goes for the United Arab Emirates. Both Russia and China are
smaller economies who are regarded as adversaries by the
United States, and do have good reason for a disproportionate
arms spending. But only Russia exceeds the United States, and
not by much; and this is quite recent (in 2014 the percentage
was 3.5, compared with America’s 3.9). It is clear that the
United States is very much an outlier, spending a considerably
greater proportion of its resources on the military than its
geographical and strategic situation justifies. The New York
Times has at times, adjured responsible restraint, without
giving any reason, beyond pious hope, to believe that this
would really happen:
It has been clear for some time that America can no longer
afford unrestrained military spending. There is no
alternative to making tough decisions about what is essential
for the country’s defense and doing a more ruthless and
47

creative job of controlling costs.

This military expenditure, even if at times slightly shaved
back, is still inordinate and diverts resources from areas
which would serve U.S. society and economy (and indeed, the
national interest) much better. Domestic infrastructure is
widely acknowledged to be in a very poor shape, suffered from
decades of under-investment.48 President Biden promises to make
deep investment in infrastructure “as a way to Counter China,”
but skepticism remains.49 As high-speed railway networks expand
rapidly in China, in the United States, they “inch along,”
again according to the New York Times.50 The U.S. health care
system ranks last among eleven high-income countries, claims a
2021 U.S. report on health care in OECD countries.51

With no credible external threat, the United States privileges
militarization more than any other country. This was
exemplified by the response to the 2014 Ebola outbreak in west
Africa. Most countries donated money, or sent medical
personnel, with Cuba leading the way on a per capita basis.52
The U.S. response was to send in the military.53 It was not an
issue of there being no role for the military; logistics,
medical services, and disease control are a key component of
any army. The Chinese, for instance, sent a People’s
Liberation Army (PLA) field hospital, building on its
experience with SARS. 5 4 Instead, it was a question of
proportion. The United States, as commentator Joeva Rock put
it, was “militarizing the Ebola crisis”:
The U.S. operation in Liberia warrants many questions. Will
military contractors be used in the construction of
facilities and execution of programs? Will the U.S.-built
treatment centers be temporary or permanent? Will the
treatment centers double as research labs? What is the
timeline for exiting the country? And perhaps most
significantly for the long term, will the Liberian operation
base serve as a staging ground for non-Ebola related military
operations?
The use of the U.S. military in this operation should raise
red flags for the American public as well. After all, if the
military truly is the governmental institution best equipped
to handle this outbreak, it speaks worlds about the neglect
of civilian programs at home as well as abroad.55
There is a subtext here which needs to be noted in passing. As
Rock suggested, this militarized response to Ebola was
consistent with the recent U.S. military penetration of
Africa, mainly to counter Chinese commercial ascendancy.56That
in turn has often been wrapped in the robes of “humanitarian

intervention,”

or,

as

it

is

often

expressed

“the

responsibility to protect.”57 At the same time, there has been
a conscious public relations effort to emphasis the
humanitarian role of the U.S. military in disaster
relief—which no doubt has been considerable—in order to mask
its fundamental role: the projection of U.S. power. As Robert
D. Kaplan pointed out in an article unashamedly entitled “How
We Would Fight China”:
The U.S. military’s response to the Asian tsunami was, of
course, a humanitarian effort; but PACOM strategists had to
have recognized that a vigorous response would gain political
support for the military-basing rights that will form part of
our deterrence strategy against China.58
The cover of “humanitarian relief” has also been built into
59

U.S. contingency plans for the invasion of North Korea.

“Humanitarian intervention,” “humanitarian relief,” and the
“responsibility to protect” all provide a velvet glove to
cover the iron fist. The projection of power, underscored by
military power and militarization, is the essential reality.
This reality discomforts many people in the United States.
Jeffery Sachs, who might perhaps be described a proponent of
the “human face” of U.S. imperialism is concerned that the
United States was relinquishing “global leadership” to China.
China’s GDP is overtaking that of the United States on a
purchasing power parity basis, China is investing heavily in
domestic infrastructure and is pushing international banks to
develop infrastructure, including the New Development Bank
(the BRICS bank), to be based in Shanghai, and the new Asian
Infrastructure Investment Bank, to be based in Beijing. It has
two major outreach initiatives, the New Silk Road to develop
logistics capability and stimulate economic development across
Eurasia, and a sea-based version, the Maritime Silk Road. 60

Sachs is dismayed by what is happening:
Many European countries are looking to China as the key to
stronger domestic growth. African leaders view China as their
countries’ new indispensable growth partner, particularly in
infrastructure and business development…..
Still, it is striking that just as China is rising
economically and geopolitically, the U.S. seems to be doing
everything possible to waste its own economic, technological,
and geopolitical advantages. The U.S. political system has
been captured by the greed of its wealthy elites, whose
narrow goals are to cut corporate and personal tax rates,
maximize their vast personal fortunes, and curtail
constructive U.S. leadership in global economic development.
They so scorn foreign assistance that they have thrown open
the doors to China’s new global leadership in development
financing.
Even worse, as China flexes its geopolitical muscles, the
only foreign policy that the U.S. systematically pursues is
unceasing and fruitless war in the Middle East. The U.S.
endlessly drains its resources and energy in Syria and Iraq
in the same way that it once did in Vietnam. China,
meanwhile, has avoided becoming enmeshed in overseas military
debacles, emphasizing win-win economic initiatives instead.
[Emphasis added]61
Sachs has cause to be concerned, but his analysis misses two
crucial points. The first, and minor one, is that the Middle
East is not the only place that the United States is
exercising military muscle. It is the most visible, certainly;
but those one thousand bases and that huge military machine
straddles the world. More importantly, the projection of
military power—and militarization—is but a symptom of a
deeper, often malignant, engagement with the world. The
veteran journalist Howard H. French bemoans the country’s

“military-first” foreign policy:
[America’s] deeply habitual overreliance on military
solutions to world problems. The U.S. military long ago
supplanted every other part of the U.S. government in
overseas engagement—including an atrophied State Department,
which has neither the kind of human resources needed to
constructively engage with much of the world nor the
financial means to have much programmatic impact. 6 2

Sachs is not alone, and in recent years the Quincy Institute
has been a vigorous, if rather lonely voice arguing against
militarization of U.S. society and foreign policy: “The
practical and moral failures of U.S. efforts to unilaterally
shape the destiny of other nations by force requires a
fundamental rethinking of U.S. foreign policy assumptions.”
Neither Sachs nor the Quincy Institute are isolationist, and
the latter makes a specific point of emphasizing that “the
United States should engage with the world, and the essence of
engagement is peaceful cooperation among peoples. For this
reason, the United States must cherish peace and pursue it
through the vigorous practice of diplomacy.”63
Fine words, but it is well to bear in mind that seed funding
for the Quincy Institute came from George Soros and Charles
Koch, capitalists who are anti-militaristic because they see
unvarnished brute force as an inefficient way of achieving
objectives.64 Moreover, although militarism and the permanent
war economy can be seen as essential for capitalism, that does
not mean that all individual capitalists or even industries
find it beneficial. What is true of an economic system does
not necessarily hold for all parts of it. Kinetic war destroys
markets and impedes trade, as does economic warfare: physical
and financial sanctions. Since the Second World War, this has

been manageable because all enemies of the United States have
been so much smaller. 6 5 War at this level has been an
inconvenience for some capitalists, but not for most, who
have, on the contrary, benefited from the economic boost that
increase government spending on war provided, even if not in
war-oriented industries. It was the Korean War, after all,
that rescued the U.S. economy from the doldrums of peace and
launched what Seymour Melman labelled the “permanent war
economy.”66The situation began to
United States moved to confront a
China. Trump’s trade war against
things to come, as not only did
heel, but hurt the United States

change in the 2010s as the
resurgent Russia and rising
China was the harbinger of
it fail to bring China to
in ways not felt before—not

only poor consumers and small farmers, but also large
industries and capitalists. The sanctions unleased during the
Ukraine War in 2022, unfolding at the time of writing, are
proving even more troublesome. In April 2022, it was reported
that Russia was proving resilient to sanctions and U.S. (and
international) companies, Koch Industries included, were
reluctant to salute the flag and exit the Russian market:
Meanwhile, doubts remain as to how many international
companies are committed to withdrawing from Russia. Some
major U.S. companies such as International Paper and Koch
Industries continue to operate there, as do a slew of
European, Indian, and Chinese corporations, including German
steel behemoth Thyssenkrupp.
Other companies are already trying to get around the Biden
administration’s ban on investment in Russia though legal
shenanigans, he [Jeffrey Sonnenfeld of the Yale School of
Management, who is leading the Yale disinvestment campaign]
said. “It’s frustrating as hell to see that where there are
economic sanctions on future investment some companies are
trying to fool internal regulatory pressure by saying, for
example, this is not new plant equipment, instead we’re just

repairing.”67
We may well be at a turning point where U.S. capitalism and
its superstructure are increasingly at odds. The immediate
needs of imperialism override the interests of large parts of
capitalism and ride roughshod over sacred tenets, such as the
sanctity of private property. Even though the United States is
not officially at war, the country and its subordinate allies
routinely steal the assets of individuals (for example,
“Russian oligarchs”) and institutions. The United States
seizes the assets of Russia, Afghanistan, Venezuela, North
Korea without qualms. Although the Quincy Institute might want
to return to the days of John Hay when U.S. commercial
superiority triumphed, the competitiveness of its corporations
is faltering and the state has recourse to kidnapping and fiat
prohibitions of competitors. To make some sense of this
emerging crisis in U.S. imperialism we need to consider the
relationship between international capitalism and imperialism.
International Capitalism and the Stages of Modern Imperialism

John Bellamy Foster considers the turn of the twentieth
century a turning point, where one stage was replaced by
another:
Already by the late nineteenth century, the contest over
colonies that had shaped much of European conflict since the
seventeenth century had been replaced by a struggle of a
qualitatively new kind: competition between nation-states and
their corporations, not for imperial zones, but for actual
global hegemony in an increasingly interconnected imperialist
world system.68
It might be better considered a period of transition, where,
as in Antonio Gramsci’s words, the “old is dying and the new
cannot be born.”69 A global order and global market was indeed

predicted; in the 1890s, Friedrich Ratzel claimed that “there
is in this small planet sufficient space for only one great
state.” and in 1919 the British geographer Halford Mackinder
foresaw “that in the end [there would be the formation] of a
single World-Empire.” However, it was not until 1945 that a
single capitalist global market came about, under the power of
the United States, and in the 1990s, with the collapse of the
Soviet Union and China’s turn to capitalism, that this broke
the final barriers and—apart from a few outposts, such as Cuba
and North Korea—that true globalization of international
capitalism was achieved.
However, this carried within it the seeds of its own
dissolution. Not merely was the power of the United States
challenged by the survival of Russia and China as independent
states, but the supremacy of U.S. capitalism was faltering,
largely perhaps by the demands of empire. Capitalism as an
economic system had grown to need the permanent war economy
for its survival, as an outlet for the surplus that by its
nature it could not consume. This was most pronounced in the
United States, which was the dominant power and the guarantor
of the security of the capitalist world; the provider of pax
americana. Competition from the conquered powers, Germany and
Japan, was troublesome but manageable; Japan was put in its
place by the Plaza Accord of 1985 and so never fulfilled Ezra
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Vogel’s prediction that it would become “Number One.” Despite
this use of state power to deal with economic competition,
there has been much debate in recent decades about the
relative power of corporations and states, much of it getting
no further than stating the obvious: large corporations
influence their nations’ governments (as the joke has it, “In
China the government owns the banks, in America the banks own
the government,”) and large corporations are more powerful
than small states.71 Most large corporations have linkages with
the U.S. government which complicates the analysis. However,
the Ukraine War has made it abundantly clear that when it

wants to, the U.S. government will exercise its authority over
corporations.
However, the measures taken in respect of the Ukraine War were
merely a dramatic and very visible instance of a movement
which had been in progress for some years, and for which the
Plaza Accords were a precursor. As the United States lost
competitiveness—especially in respect to China—it turned
increasingly to political measures to preserve its position at
the apex of the global pyramid. This hegemony, it will be
remembered, was based originally on economic superiority. Just
as Hay had wanted to break down the barrier erected by the old
and declining European empires and create a level playing
field on which U.S. commercial strength would prevail, so a
century or so later his successors sought to build barriers
against the Chinese commercial challenge. The principal, but
by no means the only example of this has been Huawei. The
giant Chinese company is a leader in many fields, not least in
5G. Apart from this being a large, growing and transformative
market, it also has national security implications; the United
States had been using its dominance in IT products for years
to insert back doors that enable it to spy on friends and foes
alike, and there was a concern that China would not only
deprive the National Security Agency of this asset, but do the
same themselves. 7 2 In reality these fears were probably
exaggerated because the United States, as a pioneer, had been
able to do things which followers—faced with more
knowledgeable clients—could not. Moreover the United States
has political power which no others, including China, can
match; it is hard to image the United Kingdom taking the same
precautions against U.S. companies as it does with Huawei,
where it limits Huawei’s market share of the United Kingdom’s
non-core 5G network to 35 percent, labels the company a “highrisk” vendor and bars the use of its equipment in core parts
of the network, including intelligence, military and nuclear
sites.73 The United States has used political power to exclude

Huawei from its domestic market and pressured foreign
governments, with vary degrees of success, to do likewise. It
has also kidnapped a senior Huawei executive, Meng Wanzhou,
who is also the daughter of the company’s founder. The basic
reason for these actions is that the United States cannot
successfully compete with Huawei which, ironically, enjoys the
advantages that U.S. companies had in Hay’s time: access to a
huge, semi-protected home market and a commitment to research
and development, on which, in 2019, it was reported that
Huawei was spending $15—20 billion per year.74
As a result of this intervention, there is a move away from
the single economic space provided by globalization, with
increasingly untrammeled movement of goods, services, and
75

capital (but not people), to a bifurcated world.
The
economies of the United States and those it could take with it
would be decoupled from that of China, and supplies lines re76

routed. The Ukraine War, and the hysteria that it produced,
exacerbated the tendency so much so that many pundits opined
that globalization was either dead or approaching its end.77
Clearly, the story is not over yet. For one thing, to the
degree that decoupling is a result of failure to keep up with
China, as time passes the U.S. domain will become poorer and
more backward than that led, in some way, by China. Moreover,
even if the United States were to retreat into a “Fortress
America,” who will follow it? Who will come inside, then
realize its implications and try to extract themselves? Who
will stay clear in the first place?
Whether U.S. imperialism is in terminal decline or in a
transformation which will allow it to weather to storm and
preserve hegemony, it is essential to recognize its centrality
in the contemporary world. No country, no technology, and no
aspect of the global economy is untouched by it.
Ukraine

The Ukraine crisis that erupted in 2022—or 2014, depending on
interpretation—illustrates many of the issues raised in this
essay. It says a lot about the nature of contemporary U.S.
imperialism: how it perceives and how it projects itself; its
attributes of power; the utilization of allies, partners and
proxies; and the relationship between it and international
capitalism. In brief, it expresses:
S. imperialism, hidden, often unacknowledged but central
The necessities of myth in:
Precipitating war
Creating threat perception
The use and exploitation of fissures within targeted
societies
The role of subordinates:
Allies and partners,

both

countries

and

institutions such as NATO
Proxies
Clients as surrogates and also as inciters with
their own agenda
The role of media and information warfare and its
limitations
Military power and resources, and the propelling power
of the MIC
Contradictions with
capitalist legality

international

capitalism

and

Background to the crisis

The Ukraine War of 2022 can be analyzed at two levels:
The geopolitical: the depowering of Russia as a possible
challenger or barrier to global hegemony through its
containment, depowering, and probable dismemberment with
NATO expansion as the main vehicle
The local: The use of ethnic division with Ukraine by
the United States, its allies in NATO, and by local
ethno-nationalists (often labelled neo-Nazis) to

generate crisis and precipitate war
Ukraine became independent in 1991 after the collapse of the
Soviet Union. However, as Mikhail Gorbachev warned George H.
W. Bush, “Ukraine in its current borders would be an unstable
construct.” He pointed out that that the ethnically Russian
areas of Kharkov and Donbass had been added by local
Bolsheviks between the world wars and the Crimea, which was
historically part of Russia, had been transferred by Nikita
Khrushchev in the 1950s. 78 This argument has been made by
others, notably Putin in his address on February 24, 2022,
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announcing what he termed a special military operation (SMO).
This inherent instability had been manifested and exacerbated

during the Second World War, when many Ukrainians fought
alongside the Nazis against the Soviet Army. 8 0 The CIA
supported the remnants of the anti-Soviet groups after the end
of the war and into the 1950s, when the physical enterprise
collapsed.81This was part of a long-running policy of trying to
fragment—and hence depower—the Soviet Union, and subsequently
the Russian Federation, which started with the Siberian
Intervention of 1918—22 and continues until today.
The major geopolitical thrust of U.S. strategy against Russia
since the collapse of the Soviet Union has been the expansion
of NATO, which not merely continues, but has been
reinvigorated by the planned accession of Finland and Sweden.82
In theory, NATO was created to block putative (but never
actualized) Soviet expansionism. Undeterred by the removal of
its primary function, NATO looked to reimagine itself.
Bloodied in wars against Serbia, Afghanistan, and Libya, it is
now re-orienting toward China. 83 However, it is the actual
expansion of NATO within Europe, on the borders of Russia,
rather than adventures outside its region that has been most
consequential so far. Many, on the left, as well as those in
the heart of the establishment, warned that NATO expansion

might well lead to war, as it has now done.84 Most
significantly, William J. Burns, then-ambassador to Russia and
now CIA director, warned in a cable to Washington in 2008 that
“Nyet means Nyet: Russia’s NATO Enlargement Redlines.” The
cable was confidential but is available through WikiLeaks.85
The summary is worth quoting in full because it is doubly
instructive. It is prescient in that what it foreshadowed has
come about. More importantly, it shows that the highest levels
of the U.S. government knew what the results of their policy
would be, and presumably wanted to achieve that. The Ukraine
War was neither unprovoked nor a surprise; it was the result
of deliberate strategic choices in Washington.
Following a muted first reaction to Ukraine’s intent to seek
a NATO Membership Action Plan (MAP) at the Bucharest summit
(ref A), Foreign Minister Lavrov and other senior officials
have reiterated strong opposition, stressing that Russia
would view further eastward expansion as a potential military
threat. NATO enlargement, particularly to Ukraine, remains
“an emotional and neuralgic” issue for Russia, but strategic
policy considerations also underlie strong opposition to NATO
membership for Ukraine and Georgia. In Ukraine, these include
fears that the issue could potentially split the country in
two, leading to violence or even, some claim, civil war,
which would force Russia to decide whether to intervene.
Additionally, the GOR and experts continue to claim that
Ukrainian NATO membership would have a major impact on
Russia’s defense industry, Russian-Ukrainian family
connections, and bilateral relations generally. In Georgia,
the GOR fears continued instability and “provocative acts” in
the separatist regions. End summary.
The fears of GOR—the government of Russia—were well-founded.
A key step in this strategy was the Maidan coup of 2014 that
saw the ousting of President Viktor Yanukovych, who had

attempted to chart a course between Russia and the West, and
his replacement by a more U.S.-friendly government, in which
ethno-nationalist forces played a substantial role. The coup
was brought about by a combination of these local forces and
the manipulations of Victoria Nuland, widely regarded as the
architect of U.S. policy towards Ukraine over the last two
decades; as Andrew Cockburn put it, the game was on.86
In response, Putin “facilitated” the return of Crimea to
Russia, a move very popular among the locals and Russians
generally, in order not to lose the naval base at Sevastopol,
leased from Ukraine, to NATO. 87 The new government in Kyiv
brought in various measures discriminating against Russian
speakers, and the people of the Russian-oriented Donbass
region rebelled, setting up two separatist republics centered
on Donetsk and Luhansk. Units deserted to Russia from the
Ukrainian army, which was reorganized with U.S. trainers and
the incorporation of various private armies and militias such
as the Azov Battalion, funded by oligarchs, and a campaign
that was to claim at least 13,000 lives over the next eight
years was launched against the Donbass. 88 The Azov Battalion
and other militias are usually labelled “neo-Nazi” because of
their obsession with ethnic purity and predilection for
violence, to some embarrassment to the U.S. government.89 Like
all historical analogies the fit is never exact—for instance
both President Volodymyr Zelensky and his patron, Ihor
Kolomoisky, are Jewish—but it is close enough to generate
vigorous attempts at sanitization, as well as inspiring “white
supremacist mass shootings. 90 Since 2014 there has been a
process of “NATO-ization,” with the United States in the lead,
providing weapons and training that has transformed the
Ukrainian military—already the largest in Europe outside
Russia in terms of personnel—into a major “force multiplier”
for the United States:
By 2014 the country barely had a modern military at all.

Oligarchs, not the state, armed and funded some of the
militias sent to fight Russian-supported separatists in the
east. The United States started arming and training Ukraine’s
military, hesitantly at first under President Barack Obama.
Modern hardware began flowing during the Trump
administration, though, and today the country is armed to the
teeth.… In this light, mockery of Russia’s battlefield
performance is misplaced. Russia is not being stymied by a
plucky agricultural country a third its size; it is holding
its own, at least for now, against NATO’s advanced economic,
cyber and battlefield weapons [Russia is] matched in
weaponry—and even outmatched in some cases. 9 1
During 2021 and into 2022 Russia carried out military
exercises which were presumably intended to serve as a
warning. In December 2021, Russia presented proposals for a
new security architecture between it and the West, which were
promptly rejected by the Biden administration. 92 Despite an
incessant media campaign that Russia was planning to invade
Ukraine, the bulk of Kyiv’s forces were deployed on the
Donbass front and in February 2022, Organization for Security
and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE) observers recorded a
substantial increase in artillery attacks on the Donbass. 93
Having been criticized for not taking a more decisive stance
on the Donbass in 2014, Putin was faced with a call from the
Russian Duma on February 15 to recognize the independence of
the two Donbass republics. On February 21, he agreed. 9 4
Meanwhile, on February 19, Zelensky had hinted at the annual
Munich Security Conference that unless Ukraine was admitted to
NATO, it would move to acquire nuclear weapons.95
The scene was set for war.96
Lessons from Ukraine

U.S. imperialism, Hidden, Often Unacknowledged but Central
The Ukraine War is usually portrayed in the Western media as
one between Russia and Ukraine with the United States, and its
allies—especially those within NATO—as anxious and concerned
bystanders, willing to do their duty in helping defend
democracy or some such word, but not directly involved.
In fact, the U.S.-led expansion of NATO has been the primary
geopolitical driver of the crisis, as its instigating support
of the Maidan coup of 2014 destroyed Ukraine’s neutrality and
brought about the ascendancy of ethno-nationalist forces whose
policies resulted in the reversion of Crimea to Russia and the
secession of the Donbass Republic. It has flooded Ukraine with
arms and turned the Ukrainian Armed Forces (UAF) into a major
military adjunct to U.S. power. It has blocked attempts by
Russia, Germany, France, and Ukraine (under Poroshenko) that
offered a way to defuse the situation, such as the Minsk
Agreements, by giving autonomy to the Donbass while retaining
the territorial integrity of Ukraine. Leading liberal
journalist Katrina vanden Heuvel suggested that Minsk II was
“The exit from the Ukraine crisis that’s hiding in plain
sight,” and asked, “isn’t it time for the United States to
join with its allies to revive a path to a settlement that
might lead to a stable peace?” 97 However, it is not in the
nature of U.S. imperialism to have “stable peace” when it can
have a running sore on the borders of Russia.
The Necessities of Myth

U.S. imperialism is a physical reality, but it is also a
constructed imaginary that creates and sustains myths: the
myth of its non-existence, the myth of its desire for peace
and stability, and the myth of its adherence to international
law. It frequently trumpets the rules-based international
order (RBIO), which it tries to pass off as a manifestation of
international law and the UN Charter, when in fact, it is
nothing of the sort. International law is based on equality of

sovereign states, but the RBIO privileges the United States
and its allies as appropriate, and denies rights to those who
resist.98
Two myths are of particular relevance here. One is the U.S.
desire for global peace and security. It imagines a pax
Americana that is the product of countries voluntarily joining
out of fear of common external aggressors, and that peace is
only broken when these aggressors—the Soviet bloc,
International Communism, Soviet or Chinese expansionism, North
Korea (the cast list fluctuates slightly)—attack the United
States or its allies; assist others in doing so; or are on the
verge of attack, hence requiring a pre-emptive strike. The
United States claims it is inherently defensive and peaceloving, and only spends so much on its military so that it can
deter those who would violate the peace.
The second myth is that these designated enemies, since they
are inherently aggressive, are a threat to all—not merely to
the United States, but also to all those countries who huddle
(or should huddle) under its protective umbrella.
Elbridge Colby, who, as Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense
for Strategy and Force Development in the Trump administration
drafted the 2018 National Defense Strategy, published a book
in 2021 entitled Strategy of Denial which inadvertently throws
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interesting light on these two myths. Couched inevitably in
an Orwellian inversion, wherein the word defense is liberally
sprinkled about, Colby implies that the only way to stop
China’s rise is a war over Taiwan. In the course of this, he
makes two key points. First, war must be precipitated, with
the other side maneuvered into firing the first shot. Clyde
Prestowitz, a fellow China hawk, describes it thus:
In Colby’s telling, timing would be crucial. The allied
forces must always let China make the first move. Indeed,
they should do everything possible to ensure that the onus of

starting and continuing a war falls on Beijing, which would
serve to strengthen the binding between the allies. Colby
cites Abraham Lincoln’s genius in maneuvering the South
Carolina rebels into firing the first shots at Fort Sumter
that started the Civil War. This put the onus of war and
destruction on the Confederacy and vastly strengthened
support for the war in the Northern states…. China must be
put in the position of first to fire and invade.100
This is a familiar device, usually done through a false flag
operation, such as the Marco Polo Bridge incident that
“legitimized” Japan’s invasion of China in 1937, or the 1964
Bay of Tonkin incident in Vietnam.101 There is a long list of
possible cases: the Spanish-American war, the Korean War, the
2003 invasion of Iraq. 1 0 2 However, it can also be done by
applying various forms of pressure so that the opponent
decides that war is the only war out. This was probably what
was done with Japan in the 1930s, resulting in Pearl Harbor,
which was then utilized by Franklin D. Roosevelt to get the
reluctant United States into the Second World War II. Henry
Simson, Secretary of War, explained the problem: “We face the
delicate question of the diplomatic fencing to be done so as
to be sure Japan is put in the wrong and makes the first bad
move—overt move.… The question was how we should maneuver them
into the position of firing the first shot without allowing
too much danger to ourselves.”103
After noting that Russia, and not Putin alone by any means,
regards the expansion of NATO—especially into Ukraine—as an
existential threat, Professor John Mearsheimer, a leading
international relations specialists United States, argues that
U.S. policy was sure to produce war:
I’ve studied the Japanese decision to attack the United
States at Pearl Harbor in 1941. I’ve studied the German
decision to launch World War I during the July crisis in

1914. I’ve looked at the Egyptian decision to attack Israel
in 1973.
These are all cases where decision makers felt they were in a
desperate situation and they all understood that in a very
important way they were rolling the dice, they were pursuing
an incredibly risky strategy, but they just felt they had no
choice. They felt that their survival was at stake. So what
we’re talking about here is taking a country like Russia,
right, that thinks it’s facing an existential threat, that
thinks its survival is at stake and we’re pushing it to the
limit. We’re talking about breaking it. We’re talking about
not only defeating it in Ukraine, but breaking it
economically. This is a remarkably dangerous situation, and I
find it quite remarkable that we’re approaching this whole
issue in such a cavalier way.
Within this process of existential threat, there must be a
trigger event. This may be small and only noticeable to the
decision-makers; a straw breaking the camel’s back. However,
the trigger event may be much more substantial and deliberate.
It seems likely that the imminent Kyiv offensive against the
Donbass in late February 2022 was such a trigger.
There was an intensive propaganda campaign, led by U.S.
intelligence starting in November 2021, claiming that Russia
was about to invade Ukraine.104 Then there was a lull, when they
claimed that Putin had not made a decision. Then, in midFebruary 2022, U.S. embassy staff were withdrawn from Kyiv,
and there were statements that an invasion was imminent. This
suggests that Washington was aware of Zelensky’s intentions
and was perhaps involved in the planning. Putin certainly
claims that the imminent offensive made him order the SMO. In
early March, U.S. intelligence virtually corroborated this,
but claimed that the Kyiv offensive was a “pretext.”105 It is
too soon to make a definitive judgment, but it is plausible

that the United States, in collaboration with Kyiv, maneuvered
or forced Putin into firing the first shot. Subsequent
fighting revealed just how strong the UAF, bolstered by NATO
arms and training, was, so a preemptive Russian intervention
before an offensive gained momentum makes military sense.
Putin was also under pressure, manifested in the Duma but
presumably stretching much deeper into Russian society, to
take firm steps to protect compatriots in Ukraine.106
There is a prima facie case that the special military
operation was another Fort Sumter; another Pearl Harbor.
Second, Colby stresses the importance of “allies,” and
outlines what he calls a “binding strategy” to harness them in
pursuit of U.S. objectives. Utilizing allies and partners as
force multipliers is, of course, not new and it has become a
leitmotiv, not of the administration he served, but its
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successor, that of Biden.
But Colby provides an interesting
take on the mechanics of imperial management:
The last part of the book focuses on what Colby calls the
“binding strategy,” how to generate the “resolve,” the
“strength and determination” needed to “choose to fight” a
war. The key point here is how to maneuver China, through
“deliberate action,” into appearing extremely threatening to
coalition members: “China must not be allowed to precipitate
and fight a war over Taiwan or the Philippines in a manner
that makes it seem insufficiently threatening to the other
regional nation’s vital interests.… The United States…must
therefore prepare, posture, and act to compel China to have
to conduct its campaign in ways that indicate it is a greater
and more malign threat not only to the state it has targeted
but to the security and dignity of the other states that
might come to its defense.108
Although Colby has Taiwan in mind, the “common threat” ploy

has been most evident in respect of Ukraine, and may not, in
fact, be as successful against China as he envisaged. However,
on the face of it, this device has been extremely successful,
with Western European states falling over themselves to sign
up against the perceived “Russian threat”: Sweden and Finland
reversing long-held (and wise) policies not to join NATO;
German doubling its military expenditure; and all of them
embroiling themselves in sanctions which promise economic and
political turmoil, perhaps disaster. “Perceived” is the
operative word because, in reality, as Mearsheimer points out,
“the evidence is overwhelming that this is not a case of Putin
acting as an imperialist and it is a case of NATO expansion.”109
In other words, Russia is acting to counter what is seen as an
existential threat in the Ukraine and has no intention,
motivation, or indeed, capability short of full mobilization,
to extend the war further. If NATO expansion has produced the
crisis, further expansion will surely exacerbate it. In the
short term at least, U.S. imperialism has been extremely
successful in projecting a mythical common threat to advance
its strategic objectives in Europe. However, outside so-called
“American Europe” (Hungary and Serbia being resisters on the
periphery) and core allies such as Canada, Australia, South,
Japan, and New Zealand, much of the rest of the world has not
fallen into line, with Saudi Arabia and India being seen as
particularly recalcitrant.110
The use and exploitation of fissures within targeted societies

The United States has been ruthless in exploiting ethnic
divisions within Ukraine. This is not surprising, since divide
and rule is a standard instrument of imperialism and much used
within the U.S. toolbox. Ukraine can be divided into at least
three parts. First is Crimea, long part of Russia but
transferred to Ukraine in the 1950s. Then there is the older
Ukraine, which in the word of the scholar Stephen Cohen, “is a
diverse country. Western Ukraine looks to Poland and
Lithuania, not to Russia. But, nonetheless, much of central

Ukraine and almost all of southern Ukraine look to Russia as
brethren, as kinfolk, as family.”111
A glance at an ethno-linguistic map of Ukraine shows what a
patchwork it is. Not uncommon, of course, as most modern
countries bear similar marks of history. The countries of
European settlement—especially the Americas and Australia—are
different because massive immigration and virtual genocide has
obliterated the past.
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This map makes clear that Ukraine could only survive with the
territory it inherited from the Soviet Union if it paid due

care to the complicated ethnic structure that reflected, in
part, its geographical position as a borderland between Russia
and the rest of Europe. The latter situation made some sort of
neutrality and balancing imperative. The former necessitated a
policy which respected ethnic rights, particularly in respect
to language. This applied most obviously to ethnic Russians,
the largest minority. Moreover, given the huge number of
intermarriages between Ukrainians and Russians—Cohen writes of
“tens of millions”—distinctions are blurred. This is echoed in
bewildered (or disingenuous) Western media accounts of
Ukrainians collaborating with Russian forces.112 The media likes
to portray the war as a simple, binary conflict between
Ukrainians and Russians. The reality is more complicated, and
journalists who encounter it struggle to reconcile it with
disseminating the official message on which their career
depends. For instance, Thomas Gibbons-Neff of the New York
Times, reporting from Lysychansk in the Donbass when it was in
Ukrainian hands in mid-June 2022, found all the local
civilians he spoke to, bar one, were “pro-Russian.” This he
put down to Russian propaganda, making no mention of ethnicity
or Kyiv’s policies since 2014.113
Whatever the prospects of a sustainable, ethnically harmonious
Ukraine might have been, they were dashed with the Maidan coup
which brought the ethno-nationalists (neo-Nazis, fascists,
ultranationalists, and right-wing are other terms frequently
used)114 if not to power, at least with sufficient influence to
produce a crisis.
The role of Nuland and her colleagues in instigating and
facilitating the coup behind the scenes is contested, but she
herself boasted in 2013 that the United States had “invested”
$5 billion into the domestic politics of Ukraine.115However the
responsibility is allocated between local ethno-nationalists
and U.S. patrons and funders, the Maidan coup propelled
Ukraine down a disastrous path, the end result of which is

still unclear, but is likely to leave much of the country
devastated and much of the pre-coup territory lost and roughly
divided along ethnic lines. Crimea will remain in Russia and
the Donbass extended to the traditional oblast boundaries as
independent republics under Russian protection. This might
conceivably be extended down the Black Sea coast to Odessa,
which would leave Ukraine landlocked. There is talk of the
western part reverting to Poland, and it might be that the
other, minor ethnicities such as Hungarians might also
secede.116
Once the fuse of ethnic and sectarian division is lit, the
fires ignited are often impossible to extinguish. One of the
consequences of imperialism is the creation, exacerbation, and
exploitation of such divisions, as Africa, South Asia (the
Partition), and, most recently, the Middle East—especially
Iraq and Syria—attest.
The Role of Subordinates

The idea of an empire as a hierarchal conglomeration of
states, groups (both sub-national and supranational), and
individuals essentially serving the imperial center is well
exemplified in the Ukraine crisis.
The “allies and partners” of the United States all serve in a
bilateral capacity, but most of them are harnessed into
supranational entities, with U.S.-controlled NATO being the
principal instrument, complemented by the EU in Europe.117 NATO
expansion, as previously noted, has been the primary
geopolitical driver of the crisis, but the expansion and
mutation of the EU into a centrally controlled autocracy has
also been a major factor.
Proxies, of which there are a wide variety, play an important
role in imperial power project. This has been particularly
marked in the case of Ukraine. Alliances and partnerships have
a certain stability and sense of shared long-term objectives

(however bogus that might be in reality), whereas the proxy
relationship is more transactional and impermanent: an affair
rather than a marriage.
The Ukraine War is a proxy war par excellence. Although the
White House naturally denies the description, it is widely
used across the political spectrum.
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The phrase, “the U.S. is

fighting Russia to the last Ukrainian,” is frequently used.119
Indeed, as Biden has been pouring arms and munitions into
Ukraine, he has on various occasions specifically ruled out
any direct U.S. intervention on the battlefield.120 It is for
Ukrainians to kill and be killed. Democratic congressperson
Adam Schiff, the manager of Trumps’ impeachment trial
regarding the issue of Ukraine in 2020, endorsed the statement
of George Kent, a State Department witness, that “The United
States aids Ukraine and her people, so that we can fight
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Russia over there, and we don’t have to fight Russia here.”
No one seems to have noticed that the geographical phrasing
was disingenuous, since there was no possibility of Russia
invading the United States. The use of Ukraine as a proxy is
not defensive, as the statement implied, but offensive.
There have been concerns that the United States will get
directly involved by, for example, declaring a no-fly zone.
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Biden quickly dismissed the idea.
It seems unlikely at the
time of writing that the United States will move beyond a
proxy war, and it is easy to see the advantages of keeping it
at that level in the eyes of the United States.
The UAF is killing Russian soldiers, soldiers (and presumably
civilians) of the Donbass republics, and destroying Russian
military equipment. Despite a lot of wishful thinking, this
does not seem to have unduly damaged morale of the military or
popular support for the war in Russia. Nevertheless, the war
is hurting Russia, not the United States. Not merely are there
no formal U.S. casualties, but it is a bonanza for the MIC,

which in turn provides benefits to politicians through
generating jobs.
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Wars without casualties rally the people

and divert them from other problems.124Moreover, as Barack Obama
realized, “Ukraine is a core Russian interest but not an
American one,” which that makes it just the right place for a
proxy war.125 Ukraine is an existential matter for Russia and
for Ukrainians of all political stripes, so they will fight
hard, but it is not of major importance to the United States.
If the proxy war fails, it can walk away. There would be a
loss of face, to be sure, but the media is well-practiced at
putting lipstick on pigs. The incumbent president would be
attacked by the opposition, but that is how the game is
played. Just as the Afghanistan debacle has been side-lined by
the Ukraine War, so attention could be diverted from a fiasco
in the Ukraine by a crisis elsewhere.
The physical battlefield is not the only domain. The U.S.
government is directly engaged in diplomatic, economic and
information warfare. Here the Ukraine War has made manifest
the limitations and strengths of the United States.
Washington has had considerable success in Western Europe in
reinvigorating NATO, and only Turkish opposition—because of
the issue of the Kurds—has restrained the expansion of NATO
into Sweden and Finland.126 Canada, Australia, and New Zealand
have fallen into line, as have Japan and South Korea. But
elsewhere, the United States has been frustrated by the lack
of enthusiasm for its crusade from countries it believed it
owned, especially Saudi Arabia and India.127
Lack of loyalty outside the laager has been mirrored by selfinterested motivations within. We may consider this as
primarily a war between the United States and Russia, with the
Ukraine serving as an instrument of U.S. policy. But all the
actors have their own reasons, which supplement and at times
run at cross-purposes to their subservience to the United

States. Zelensky, his patron Kolomoisky, and the other powerbrokers in Kyiv are conscious of their dependence on the
United States, but also chafe at having to serve a master
which may easily dispense with their services. It was
Kolomoisky who was reported in 2020 of threatening “to give up
on the West and turn back toward Russia.”128 He did not do so in
2020, but who knows where he will stand if a deal is cut
between Kyiv and Moscow?
It is Boris Johnson who best exemplifies the vagaries of
client behavior. Prior to his resignation, his extravagantly
bellicose posturing over Ukraine was clearly intended to
divert attention from failures and scandals at home.129However,
all of the NATO leaders have their own particular agendas,
with Emmanuel Macron and Olaf Scholz naturally being the most
critical. Germany is of particular importance because its
economy is most susceptible to energy costs, and its plans to
remilitarize will transform the military balance within
Western Europe and will have global ramifications.130 Needless
to say, all these leaders must navigate between the demands of
U.S. imperial strategy and their own national interests, with
Germany again being the most consequential.131
The role of media and information warfare and its limitations

I nformation

warfare is an increasing component of modern
imperial war, but the Ukraine War has elevated its prominence
considerably.132 There are a number of reasons for this. For the
United States this is its first war, perhaps since the Korean
War, where it has not been the obvious aggressor and,
moreover, one where a major enemy can be cast in that role.
Naturally the U.S. media has seized the opportunity and, while
paying little attention to the concurrent and continuing
Saudi-Yemen war—which has caused far more casualties and
devastation—has devoted considerable coverage to the Ukraine
War. Western Europe is home to two of the three major news

agencies, Reuters and Agence France-Presse (the third being
the United States-based Associated Press), so what is
considered important for local European readers is
disseminated globally. 1 3 3 This imbalance in coverage has
naturally led to accusations of racism and has probably
contributed to the lack of support for the U.S. campaign
against Russia.134
The Russian/Donbass narrative has little impact globally
partly because of censorship, but also because it lacks the
professionalism of U.S. propaganda. Propaganda from Kyiv has
been inept in many respects, drawing criticism from the U.S.
media. 1 3 5 Nevertheless, since the Kyiv regime is a U.S.
surrogate, its narrative is generally accepted without
scrutiny and regurgitated by the Western media at home and
internationally. There is little doubt that in the West, the
information warfare has been immensely successful and there
has been huge public support for what is portrayed, and thus
perceived, as the brave stand of “Ukraine” against unprovoked
aggression by Russia. However, the war has also revealed the
limitations of U.S. propaganda outreach. One interesting
example of this is the global food shortage and price rise.
Financial Times, for instance, has no doubt that “Russian
aggression may cause global starvation,” but admits that “the
food price problem also raises the stakes for the information
war, where Russia has had some success in advancing its case
outside Europe and North America. To counter the risk of
waning popular support for Ukraine’s resistance, democratic
nations need to do better at blaming Moscow for the price
shock.”136
Given the importance of Ukraine as an exporter of wheat, the
war will inevitably cause disruption. In 2020, Ukraine was the
fifth largest exporter of wheat globally, with 8 percent of
the market.137 However, it is actions taken by participants that
configure that disruption. For exports—as opposed to total

production—disruption falls into two categories: voluntary
suspension to preserve supplies for domestic demand, and
sanctions, with the latter being more important both in itself
and as a component of information warfare. Take, for instance,
the statement from Washington Post that “Russia’s blockade of
Ukrainian ports and the ripple effects of Western sanctions on
Moscow have driven up global food prices, raised fears of
looming grain shortages and exacerbated concerns about rising
hunger around the world.”138
In terms of information, warfare Western sanctions have to be
handled very carefully. The effect of sanctions on the price
and availability of products—oil, gas, fertilizer, and wheat,
in this case—is evident, so the blame must be shifted from the
sanctioner (the United States and its allies) to the
sanctioned, that is, Russia. The success of this endeavor has
varied, as we have seen, around the world. However, in in the
West, where Russian culpability is widely accepted, there is a
growing antagonism to the effects of sanctions and governments
have been forced to scale them down. Putin has given a lucid
and comprehensive overview of how he sees the results of
sanctions but that, not surprisingly, does not get coverage in
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the Western media.

In the circumstances it is also not surprising that the media,
and politicians, have fastened onto “Russia’s blockade of
Ukrainian ports” as the preferred cause of the global food
crisis. However, as is so often the case in information
warfare, the accusation is not true. Russia is not blockading
the ports; the Ukrainians have mined them, preventing vessels
from leaving and entering. ”Sea mines were installed by
Ukraine to defend its coast from Russian amphibious landing
operations in national territorial waters from Odesa to
Ochakiv,” two Ukrainians write.140 This may have been done for
understandable military reasons, but it makes any Russian
blockade irrelevant. Furthermore, Russia has explicitly stated

that it will not hinder the passage of grain and has offered
protection for shipping. It has been in discussions with
Turkey for the demining of Odessa and safe passage for
vessels, but at the time of writing, Kyiv has not agreed to
this.141 That again makes sense because there seems to be a flow
of U.S./NATO funding that makes up for loss of export
earnings, and the “Russian blockade” makes for good
propaganda. Of course, in theory, Russia could impose a
blockade if the mines were removed, or launch an amphibious
assault, but international guarantees involving Turkey would
prevent that. There is also a Turkish plan for shipping to be
guided around the mines.142 The Russian ambassador to the United
States has articulated his country’s position on the food
issue in an article in the conservative U.S. magazine The
National Interest, rebutting accusations that Russia is
“trying to take steps aimed at deliberately degrading global
food security, preventing Ukrainian agricultural exports by
sea, and blocking the sowing campaign in that country.” 143
Although the Russian position is well-argued, it is doubtful
whether it will have much impact on public opinion in the
United States or the West generally. Information warfare is
not so much a matter of fact and logic, but skill in
persuasion, arousing emotion, and the resources to repeat the
message frequently, over a number of channels and to block out
alternative narratives.144 This is a traditional strength of
U.S. imperialism, although the Ukraine War has revealed its
limitations internationally, as noted above, and perhaps even
at home.145
One area where U.S.-led information warfare has so far been
very successful, mainly in the imperial heartland, is the
demonization of Putin and the sanctification of Zelensky. At
one stage, when the United States thought that Putin might
continue in the footsteps of Boris Yeltsin and accept Russia’s
subordination, his portrayal in Western media was very

positive. But when he reinvigorated the Russian economy and
began asserting Russia’s independence, the depiction changed
rapidly. The process accelerated in 2016 when the U.S. elite,
wanting to delegitimize Trump’s election, constructed Russiagate to claim that Russian interference had falsely put Trump,
now labelled “Putin’s Puppet,” into the White House. 146 By
2022, pollsters decided that Putin was among most hated world
figures in recent U.S. history.147 This was a reflection not so
much of anything that Putin had actually done that would
impact the lives of respondents, but of the changing needs of
the U.S. establishment.
In contrast to Putin, who is a conservative, ponderously
thoughtful politician, Zelensky is a charismatic chameleon. A
comic actor propelled into power by the popular TV series
Servant of the People, funded by the oligarch Kolomoisky, he
is very good at playing a role but it is uncertain how much
influence he has on the script. He won a landslide victory in
2019 against the pro-United States candidates promising to
bring peace to the Donbass and to root out corruption.
Predictably, he achieved neither, constrained by the ethnonationalists, the oligarchs, and the United States. The latter
was not very enthusiastic about him, but not too worried,
“although Zelenskiy has spoken of his ambitions to end the
conflict, he is unlikely to diverge much from his predecessor
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in refusing to compromise with the Kremlin.” Nevertheless,
Zelensky’s portrayal in the United States at the time was bad
and poised to worsen. Melinda Haring from the right-wing and
very influential Atlantic Council noted that while he might be
“riding high” from polls at home, “international opinion is
beginning to crystalize and many fear that Zelenskyy is no
different from the lousy heap of presidents before him.”149 This
was because of his connections with Kolomoisky, whose
financial shenanigans in the United States had made him very
unpopular

with

the

authorities. 1 5 0

Worse

still,

he

was

ambivalent towards Russia, had complained that the United
States was pushing the Ukraine into war, and “called the war
in Ukraine a civil conflict,” rather than Washington’s
preferred description of Russian invasion. 1 5 1 However,
Kolomoisky then seemed to disappear from the scene, or at
least U.S. media attention, and whatever doubts there might
have been about Zelensky were swept away by the invasion.
Zelensky was transformed overnight into a war hero, and, being
an actor, he played the role superbly. He also clearly found
the role fulfilling, saying on March 5 that “my life is
beautiful. I believe that I am needed.”152 The U.S. desire for
an anti-Russian proxy hero found a perfect solution in
Zelensky, and an enthusiastic media apparatus went into
overdrive.
Military and Economic Power

The Ukraine War has illustrated the propelling power of the
military-industrial complex and its symbiotic relationship
with politicians. When Biden asked for $35 billion for the war
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in Ukraine, Congress increased it to $40 billion. Members of
Congress like spending money on the military, especially
armaments production, because it not only burnishes their
patriotic credentials, but also brings jobs to their electoral
districts.
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Since the war is, so far, a proxy war, it tells us little
about the military balance between the United States, its
allies, and Russia. No doubt military specialists will be
examining the performance of new weapon systems, and Russian
military tactics and performance.
In regards to performance there have been two, very
contrasting narratives. One, favored by the mainstream media,
is that it has been poor, or worse. “Russia’s failures in
Ukraine imbue Pentagon with newfound confidence,” exclaimed

the Washington Post a month after the beginning of the SMO.155
The implications of that attitude are profound. If Russia
really is a “paper tiger,” then that opens up new
possibilities for projecting U.S. power, especially in Europe.
However, it also brings with it a problem: If Russia is
impotent then what need is there to expand NATO and its
budget? One U.S. official tried to square that circle: “Russia
is a paper tiger, a mean and angry tiger, one who will claw us
to death if we’re not vigilant.” 156 Not a very meaningful
solution, perhaps, but that is not uncommon.
In contrast to this perspective, there are those that argue
that the Russian military has performed well against what is,
after all, the second-largest army in Europe (and outnumbering
Russia on the Ukrainian battlefield by 3:1) and which has been
lavishly armed and trained by the United States/NATO since
2014. 157 Others thought that Russian performance had been
uneven—but that was common in early stages of a war, mistakes
were being corrected and “Ukrainian forces in Eastern Ukraine
will be annihilated or captured.”158 Whatever the performance of
the Russian military, as time passed there were clear signs
that the elite was realizing that Russian (and Donbass) forces
would prevail in Eastern Ukraine and negotiations were
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necessary.
On June 12, 2022 Jens Stoltenberg, NATO Secretary
General, in Finland to discuss its possible entry into the
alliance, admitted that peace would require negotiations and
compromise.160 He also inadvertently admitted the role that NATO
had played in precipitating the invasion:
When the invasion came, we were very prepared. In one way, we
have been prepared for this eventuality since 2014, with the
biggest reinforcement of our collective defence since the
Cold War, with the battlegroups in the eastern part of the
Alliance, more defence spending, higher readiness, new
command structure and all that.161

One of the reasons U.S. military and strategists
misinterpreted what was going on was that the Russians were
fighting a very different war in a very different way than
their experiences of U.S. wars. It is claimed that “the last
time U.S. forces went to war without an overwhelming advantage
was against Nazi German troops in North Africa in 1943.”162In
all its many wars, since it has had an immense technological
superiority over its adversaries. In the invasion of Iraq in
2003,
Air power reduced entire armored divisions to a ragtag
remnant of dismounted infantry. There were literally no more
than a handful of occasions when an Iraqi tank was able even
to attempt to fire at coalition forces. During the major
combat operations, U.S. forces suffered fewer than 100 combat
casualties.163
Moreover, these were also imperial wars where the enemy was,
almost by definition, considered inferior and of lesser value;
thus the statement of General William Westmoreland, U.S.
commander in Vietnam, that “Life is cheap in the Orient.” This
has meant that the United States has had few qualms about
using overwhelming force in an invasion, and whatever qualms
have surfaced have been during the subsequent occupation. For
example, it took the Russians twenty-four days to carry out as
many airstrikes as the United States did in first day of its
“shock and awe” invasion of Iraq. 164 Similarly, instead of
pulverizing cites with airstrikes in the American manner, the
Russians have engaged in street fighting supported by
airpower, and in the process suffered many more
casualties—even including generals—than the Americans would
countenance.
This is why the U.S. analysts got it wrong: “not only did many
observers ‘mirror-image’ Russian objectives to match U.S.
practices, they also made premature (and incorrect)

observations that Russia was fighting such a conflict.”165

While there have been many civilian casualties—collateral
damage is the anodyne term—they have been less, perhaps far
less, than in U.S. wars. 1 6 6 The reasons for this is the
“restraint policy” explicitly formulated by Putin to limit
civilian casualties, which has exposed him to criticism in
Russia.167 In his speech on February 24, 2022, announcing the
“Special Military Operation,” Putin discussed the history of
Russia and Ukraine, recognizing the reality of the state of
Ukraine but stressing the right of self-determination of the
people there, particularly in the Donbass, and expressed a
hope that they would share a common future that transcended
state borders, calling on Ukrainians:
To turn this tragic page as soon as possible and to move
forward together, without allowing anyone to interfere in our
affairs and our relations but developing them independently,
so as to create favourable conditions for overcoming all
these problems and to strengthen us from within as a single
whole, despite the existence of state borders. I believe in

this, in our common future.168
The common reaction by analysts and politicians in the West is
that this is a veiled program of Russian imperialism and that
Putin wants to absorb Ukraine into Russia; Hillary Clinton
describes him as “a vicious autocrat intent on reclaiming
Russia’s lost empire and a committed foe of democracy
everywhere.”
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Scholars such as John Mearsheimer disagree,

saying there is no evidence of Russian revanchism.170
Coercive power is not confined to the physical battlefield
and, for the United States, other forms of power—political,
information and economic—all play an important role. Political
power provides the Ukrainian military as a proxy, and the
allies, NATO and beyond, are deployed in various ways.
Information power molds public opinion and economic power, it
was thought, and would bring the Russians to their knees. As
it turned out, political power has frayed even in the core
NATO domain, and has been limited beyond core allies. The same
goes for information power where even at the core, in the
United States and Europe, enthusiasm for the war is cooling as
inflation heats up. Inflation is partly the result of
sanctions which may have impacted more on the West than on
Russia. “Impact” here is a combination of physical effect and
perceived worth of the policies that produce it. For Russians,
the war in Ukraine is existential, and the “liberation of
Donbass” has emotional depth. For the public in the West, the
war is of very peripheral importance and the emotion largely
contingent on the media and there are indications that its
attention, often fickle, is turning to other themes.171
The Ukraine War and U.S. Imperialism

This brief survey of the Ukraine War yields many insights into
the nature and characteristics of U.S. imperialism, but there
is much more to be explored. Two in particular stand out. The

first is the relationship between the United States and its
client allies in Europe and further afield. The European
allies, mostly in NATO, have suffered more than the United
states, indeed in some ways more than Russia, and are facing a
future of political, economic, and social turmoil occasioned
by inflation; an influx of refugees; and an increased arms
burden. Although some individuals—Stoltenberg and Johnson
spring to mind—have benefited from the crisis, as have some
industries—especially armaments—the states themselves have
only experienced pain. Ukraine, as the proxy in the kinetic
war, has suffered grievously, but because the ascendancy of
the ethno-nationalists (or Neo-Nazis) complements U.S.
influence over Zelensky this suffering, though catastrophic,
is explicable. No such easy explanation is within reach for
the other countries. With the collapse of the Soviet Union,
NATO had to expand in order to survive. Deprived of the
putative threat that had sustained it since 1949, it did two
things. First, to use the phrase of John Quincey Adams, it
went abroad in search of monsters to destroy; hence the wars
of aggression in Yugoslavia, Afghanistan, and Libya, which
yielded little in the way of booty to Europe but did engender
problems such as the influx of drugs and refugees. Second, it
expanded eastwards, threatening Russia. It was widely known
that this would produce a crisis, and it did. Why did the
European elite go so willingly down this road which would
enhance U.S. power but predictably bring only harm and not
benefit to their countries?
The second is the relationship between imperialism and
international capitalism. Many see the Ukraine War as
signaling the death of globalization. 172 It complements the
deterioration of U.S. competitiveness with China, which is
leading to attempts at decoupling. Some talk of a bifurcated
global economy, others, such as Putin, talk in terms of
multipolarity: “There is an increasingly pronounced trend in
favour of a multipolar growth model in lieu of

globalisation.”173 However one looks at it, U.S. imperialism is
thwarting the natural tendency of capitalism towards a single
global market, regulated by common rules of economic behavior.
One example is the U.S. seizureof $300 billion in Russian
central bank assets, which has led to concerns that it could
“discourage other countries from relying on the United States
as a haven for investment.” 174 This conflict between the
actions of U.S. imperialism and the need for international
capitalism to have sacrosanct rules has deep implications
which require further exploration.
At the time of writing, the Ukraine War is still being waged.
Zelensky, according to Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov,
is refusing to negotiate.
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But pressure is building for some
176

sort of deal that will move the conflict to another phase.
Hopefully it will lead to some sort of sustainable peace deal
as envisaged by Sachs and others, though their vision of an
177

autonomous Donbass within Ukraine is naïve.
Minsk III is
unlikely to be as kind to borders of the Ukrainian state as
Minsk II. Ukraine may fragment further with Poland, Hungary,
Romania, and others taking a share. There may be a ceasefire
without peace, such as that the Korean peninsula has suffered
for nearly seventy years.
In other words, we have not come to the end of this particular
history and there is much uncertainty ahead. Nevertheless,
although the future may shed further light on the past, it
does not invalidate it. The lessons learned about U.S.
imperialism from the first four months of the escalated war,
and what led up the Special Military Operation/invasion of
February 24, 2022, may contribute to a better future.
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